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1. INTRODUCTION
Linear recurrent sequences have been extensively studied for a long
time because of their importance in combinatorics, difference equations,
Ž w x.number theory, algebra, etc. see Refs. 1, 4, 5, 7 . Many combinatorial
objects, like combinatorial sums, are linearly recurrent sequences as func-
Ž w x.tions of one of their parameters see 2, 6 . An important example is the
w xclass of lacunary sums of binomial coefficients. Howard and Witt 3
studied recently some aspects of such combinatorial sums using the method
of multisection of series.
In this paper we study some aspects of the linearly recurrent sequences
Ž .LRS related to sums of binomial coefficients. In particular we study
certain linear operators on the vector space of LRS that include sections
Ž . Ž . Ž .and sums. A section of a sequence F k is a sequence G k s F rk q s ,
Ž .where r and s are fixed integers. The sum of F k is the sequence
Ž . my 1 Ž .SF m s Ý F k , and a lacunary sum of F is the sum of a sectionks0
of F.
In our development we use the basis of the space of LRS that consists of
m my kŽ . Ž .the sequences s m s a , for a in the complex numbers and k ina, k k
the natural numbers. This gives an immediate connection between LRS
and binomial coefficients. We also use the fact that the vector space of
LRS is isomorphic to the space of proper rational functions. In fact, they
w xare also isomorphic as Hopf algebras 9, 11 .
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In Section 2 we present the background material, which is an algebraic
w xtheory of rational functions that we introduced in previous papers 8]12 .
In Section 3 we describe the relationship between rational functions and
LRS. In the remainder of the paper we study sections and sums of LRS
and we find general formulas and recurrence relations for several types of
Ž .sums of binomial coefficients. As a sample of our results see Eqs. 5.4 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .5.10 , 5.13 , 6.8 , 6.10 , and 6.12 below. We also obtain the multisec-
tion of series using our computational tools.
2. RATIONAL FUNCTIONS
We denote by P the complex vector space of all polynomials in one
complex variable, and for any nonnegative integer n we denote by P then
subspace of P of the polynomials whose degree is at most equal to n.
Define the basic rational functions
1
r z s , a g C, k g N, 2.1Ž . Ž .a , k 1qkz y aŽ .
and let R be the complex vector space generated by all the r . It is easya, k
Ž . Ž .to see that R is the set of all rational functions of the form p z ru z ,
where p and u are polynomials, and u is monic and has degree strictly
greater than the degree of p. The elements of R are called proper rational
functions.
Let Q be the space of all the rational functions. By the division
algorithm for polynomials, Q is the direct sum of P and R, and thus the
 n 4  4union of the sets z : n g N and r : a g C, k g N is a basis for Q. Wea, k
define next an antisymmetric bilinear map from Q = Q to C. Define
nn nyk² :r z , z s a , a g C, k , n g N, 2.2aŽ . Ž .a , k ž /k
1k k q m² :r z , r z s y1 , a/b , k , ngN,Ž . Ž . Ž .a , k b , m 1qkqmž /k a y bŽ .
2.2bŽ .
² :r , r s 0, a g C, k , n g N, 2.2cŽ .a , k a , m
and
² , k:z z s 0, k , n g N. 2.2dŽ .
Ž . ² : ² :From 2.2b it is clear that r , r s y r , r . Therefore, thea, k b, m b, m a, k
² : ² :above definition and f , g s y g, f , for f and g in the basis of Q,
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² :define the map , on the basis of Q, and extending it by linearity we
obtain an antisymmetric bilinear form on Q. We list next some properties
Ž w x w x.of this bilinear form. The proofs are simple computations see 9 and 11 .
Let pru be an element of R and let g be in Q. Then
p p
, g s Residue of g at a, 2.3Ž .Ý¦ ; ž /u ua
Ž .where the sum runs over the set of distinct roots of u z . Recall that the
Ž .y1residue of a rational function h at a point a is the coefficient of z y a
Ž .in the Laurent series expansion of h z in powers of z y a.
Let f and g be rational functions. Then
² : ² :f , pg s pf , g , p g P , 2.4Ž .
² : ² :f , Dg s y Df , g , 2.5Ž .
where D denotes differentiation with respect to z;
n
² : ² :² :r , fg s r , f r , g , 2.6Ž .Ýa , n a , k a , nyk
ks0
and
² : ² :f z , g z s f z q a , g z q a , a g C. 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Equation 2.6 is Leibniz's rule and 2.7 is the translation invariance
property.
We define the re¤ersion map R from Q to Q by
1 1
Rf z s f , f g Q . 2.8Ž . Ž .ž /z z
Note that
Rz n s zy1yn s r z , n g N, 2.9Ž . Ž .0, n
and
z k
Rr z s , a g C, k g N. 2.10Ž . Ž .a , k 1qk1 y azŽ .
2 ² : ² : ² :It is clear that R s I. We also have f , g s Rg, Rf and f , Rg s
² :y Rf , g for any rational functions f and g.
Let pru be a proper rational function and let q and ¤ be polynomials.
Then
p pq r
, q¤ s , ¤ s , ¤ , 2.11Ž .¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;u u u
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where pq s wu q r and the degree of r is strictly smaller than the degree
of u.
Ž .We say that a function f is defined on the roots of a polynomial u z if
for each root a of u with multiplicity m, the derivatives Dk f , for 0 F k -
Ž .m, are defined at a. Using 2.3 it is easy to prove the following proposi-
tions. Let u and ¤ be polynomials and let f be a function that is defined
on the roots of u¤ . Then
1 1
, ¤f s , f , 2.12Ž .¦ ; ¦ ;u¤ u
and, if u and ¤ have no common roots, then
1 1 f 1 f
, f s , q , . 2.13Ž .¦ ; ¦ ; ¦ ;u¤ u ¤ ¤ u
These properties are called Popoviciu's reduction and decomposition for-
mulas, respectively.
Ž . Ž .1qk Ž . Ž .1qmLet u z s z y a and ¤ z s z y b , where a / b. Then, by
Ž . Ž .2.13 and 2.6 , for any function f defined on the roots of u¤ we have
k m
² : ² :² : ² :² :r r , f s r , r r , f q r , r r , f .Ý Ýa , k b , m a , j b , m a , kyj b , j a , k b , myj
js0 js0
2.14Ž .
Ž . Ž .Taking f z s 1r t y z , where t / a and t / b, we get the multiplication
formula
k m
² : ² :r r s r , r r q r , r r . 2.15Ž .Ý Ýa , k b , m a , j b , m a , kyj b , j a , k b , myj
js0 js1
This is the basic decomposition formula for partial fractions.
Ž . Ž .m jNow let u z s z y a , for 0 F j F s, where the a are distinctj j j
complex numbers and the m are positive integers. Let w s Pu andj j
define q s wru . Let f be a function defined on the roots of w. Then,j j
Ž .using the decomposition formula 2.13 repeatedly, we obtain
s1 1 f
, f s , ,Ý¦ ; ¦ ;w u qj jjs0
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and by Leibniz's rule we get
m y1js1 1
² :, f s r , r , f . 2.16Ž .Ý Ý a , k a , m y1yk¦ ; ¦ ;j j jw qjjs0 ks0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Taking f z s p z r t y z , where p is a polynomial and w t / 0, we
obtain the general partial fraction decomposition formula
m y1jsp t p 1Ž .
s r , . 2.17Ž .Ý Ý a , k m yk¦ ;j jw t qŽ . t y aj Ž .js0 ks0 j
² :The linear functional that sends f to 1rw, f is called the di¤ided
Ž .difference of f with respect to the roots of w. Note that 2.16 gives an
explicit expression for this functional as a linear combination of Taylor
Ž .functionals at the roots of w. If all the multiplicities m in 2.16 are equalj
to one we get
s1 f aŽ .k
, f z s . 2.18Ž . Ž .Ý¦ ;w z w9 aŽ . Ž .kks0
Let n q 1 s Ý m . We definei i
1
nqkh s , z , k G 0. 2.19Ž .k ¦ ;w zŽ .
w xIt is easy to see 10 that
s k q m y 1i i k ih s a , 2.20Ž .Ý Łk iž /kiis0
Ž .where the sum runs over the multiindices k , k , . . . , k that satisfy0 1 s
Ý k s k. Note that h is a polynomial in the roots of w. If all thei i k
multiplicities m are equal to one then h is the complete symmetrici k
polynomial of order k in the variables a , a , . . . , a . Using the map R0 1 n
we get
1 1 1 1
h s , s , . 2.21Ž .k nqkq1 kq1 nq1¦ ; ¦ ;zw 1rzz z z w 1rzŽ . Ž .
nq1 Ž .This means that the reciprocal of the polynomial z w 1rz is the
Ž . nq1 n ny1generating function of the sequence h . If w z s z q b z q b zk 1 2
nq1 Ž . 2 nq1q ??? qb then z w 1rz s 1 q b z q b z q ??? qb z . There-nq1 1 2 nq1
fore the product of this polynomial by the series h q h z q h z 2 q ??? is0 1 2
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equal to one and thus
m
b h s d , m G 0. 2.22Ž .Ý j myj 0, m
js0
For k G 0 we solve for h , using Cramer's rule on the finite system thatk
corresponds to m s 0, 1, . . . , k, and we get
b 11
b b 12 1
. . . .k . . . .h s y1 det , k G 1. 2.23Ž . Ž .k . . . .
b b b ??? 1ky1 ky2 ky3
b b b ??? bk ky1 ky2 1
Ž .By the symmetry of the system 2.22 we also have
h 11
h h 12 1
. . . .k . . . .b s y1 det , k G 1. 2.24Ž . Ž .k . . . .
h h h ??? 1ky1 ky2 ky3
h h h ??? hk ky1 ky2 1
Note that b s 0 if k ) n q 1.k
Ž . Ž .If w z has distinct roots a , from 2.18 we getk
n1
, w9 f s f a .Ž .Ý k¦ ;w ks0
In particular
n1
m m, w9 z z s a s s a , a , . . . , a . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý k m 0 1 n¦ ;w zŽ . ks0
These are the power sum symmetric functions.
For any rational function g define the difference quotient
g z y g tŽ . Ž .w xg z , t s . 2.26Ž .
z y t
w xIf w is a polynomial of degree n q 1 then it is easy to see that w z, t is a
symmetric polynomial in the variables z and t, of degree n in each
variable. If
w z s z nq1 q b z n q b z ny1 q ??? qb ,Ž . 1 2 nq1
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we define the Horner polynomials w of w byk
w z s z k q b z ky1 q b z ky2 q ??? qb , 0 F k F n.Ž .k 1 2 k
A simple computation yields
n
nykw xw z , t s w z t .Ž .Ý k
ks0
w xThe following biorthogonality relation holds 8 :
1
j, w z z s d , 0 F k F n , 0 F j F n. 2.27Ž . Ž .nyk k j¦ ;w zŽ .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1 Hermite's Interpolation . Let w z be a monic poly-
nomial of degree n q 1 and let f be a function defined on the roots of w. Then
w xw z , t
P t s , f z 2.28Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;w zŽ .
is the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to n that interpolates f at
the roots of w in the sense of Hermite.
3. LINEARLY RECURRENT SEQUENCES
Ž .For each pair a, k in C = N define the sequence
mm myk² :s m s r z , z s a , m g N. 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .a , k a , k ž /k
Let S be the complex vector space generated by all the sequences s . Ita, k
is clear that S is isomorphic to R as a complex vector space and the map
s “ r is a bijection between bases of S and R. Therefore eacha, k a, k
sequence F in S corresponds to a unique proper rational function f in R
such that
² m:F m s f z , z , m g N. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The forward shift operator E is defined by EF m s F m q 1 for any
sequence F.
Ž . m mq1Let F and f be as in 3.2 with f s pru. Since Ez s z we have
Ž . m Ž . mu E z s u z z and hence
p zŽ .
m m² :u E F m s , u z z s p z , z s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;u zŽ .
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Ž .by the reduction property 2.12 . This means that F satisfies a homoge-
neous linear recurrence relation determined by the denominator u.
Suppose u is a monic polynomial of degree n q 1 and write p in the
form
n
p z s c u z ,Ž . Ž .Ý k nyk
ks0
Ž .where the u are the Horner polynomials of u. Then, by 2.27 we havek
np z 1Ž .
j jF j s , z s c , z u z s c , 0 F j F n.Ž . Ž .Ý k nyk j¦ ;¦ ;u z u zŽ . Ž .ks0
3.3Ž .
This means that the initial values of the sequence F are determined by the
numerator p.
Ž .From 3.2 we get
p z 1 p zŽ . Ž .
mF m s Rz , R s , R , m G 0, 3.4Ž . Ž .mq 1¦ ; ¦ ;u z u zzŽ . Ž .
Ž .and thus F m is the value of the Taylor functional at zero of order m
Ž . Ž .applied to the rational function R pru . In other words, R pru is the
Ž .ordinary generating function of the sequence F m and
p zŽ .
mR s F m z . 3.5Ž . Ž .Ýu zŽ . mG0
Ž . eŽ .For any polynomial ¤ z of degree s we denote by ¤ z the re¤ersed
eŽ . s Ž .polynomial of ¤ , defined by ¤ z s z ¤ 1rz .
If p is a polynomial of degree s and u is a polynomial with degree
n q 1, with 0 F s F n, then a simple computation yields
p z pe zŽ . Ž .
nysR s z . 3.6Ž .eu z u zŽ . Ž .
We present next some examples of linearly recurrent sequences and
Ž .their corresponding generating functions. From 3.1 we see that the
generating function of the basic sequence s isa, k
z k
Rr z s . 3.7Ž . Ž .a , k 1qk1 y azŽ .
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Ž . n Ž . Ž .If u z s Ł z y a , where the a are distinct, then by 2.18js0 j j
nu9 zŽ .
m m, z s a s s , m G 0, 3.8Ž .Ý j m¦ ;u zŽ . js0
Ž .e eand therefore u9 ru is the generating function of the sequence of
power sums s .m
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Let w z s z z y 1 z y 2 ??? z y k . Then, for fixed k the se-kq1
quence
1
mS s , z 3.9Ž .m , k ¦ ;w zŽ .kq1
is linearly recurrent and its generating function is
1 z k
R s . 3.10Ž .
w z 1 y z 1 y 2 z ??? 1 y kzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .kq1
Ž w x.The S are the Stirling numbers of the second kind see Comtet 2 .m , k
Ž .The relationship between the sequence F m and the corresponding
Ž .rational function f s pru of 3.2 can also be described in terms of
Ž . ym y1Laurent generating functions. Multiplying both sides of 3.2 by t and
summing over m we get
1
ym y1F m t s f z , s f t . 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ¦ ;t y zmG0
Ž .This result may also be obtained from 3.5 , applying the reversion map R
to both sides.
Ž . ² Ž . m: Ž .If F m s f z , z , where f s pru and u 0 / 0, we extend the
sequence F to the negative integers defining
1
ym y1 m² :² :F ym y 1 s f z , z s f z , Rz s y , f z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;mq 1z
mG0. 3.12Ž .
Therefore
f t s y F ym y 1 t m . 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
mG0
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Ž . Ž . w xCombining 3.11 and 3.13 we obtain Popoviciu's reciprocity 7, Chap. 4 ,
F m tym y1 s y F ym y 1 t m . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
mG0 mG0
Ž .If u 0 / 0, u has degree n q 1, and p has degree s, with s F n, then
p z pe zŽ . Ž .
nysR s z
eu z u zŽ . Ž .
is an element of R since ue has degree n q 1 and the degree of pe is at
most equal to s. In this case we have that
p zŽ .
mG m s F ym y 1 s y R , z , m G 0, 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;u zŽ .
eŽ . Ž .is a linearly recurrent sequence that satisfies the equation u E G m s 0,
Ž . Ž . Ž .for m G 0, and its initial values G 0 , G 1 , . . . , G n may be determined
Ž . Ž .using the recurrence relation u E F m s 0 in the reversed direction.
We define next a commutative multiplication * on the space S as
Ž . ² Ž . m: Ž . ² Ž . m:follows. If F m s f z , z and G m s g z , z , where f and g are
elements of R, then F )G is given by
² m:F )G m s f z g z , z , m G 0. 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We also have
1
m² :F )G m s Rz , R f z g z s , zRf z Rg z . 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ¦ ;mq 1z
Ž . Ž .This means that the generating function of F )G is zRf z Rg z and
Ž .Ž .therefore we have F )G 0 s 0 and
my1
F )G m s F k G m y 1 y k , m G 1. 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ks0
Ž .The multiplication formula 2.15 for the basic proper rational functions
yields
k n
² : ² :s ) s s r , r s q r , r s . 3.19Ž .Ý Ýa , k b , n a , j b , n a , kyj b , j a , k b , nyj
js0 js0
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4. SHIFTS AND r SECTIONS OF LRS
Let f s pru be a proper rational function, where u has degree n q 1,
Ž . ² Ž . m:and let F m s f z , z be the corresponding linearly recurrent se-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .quence. Let ¤ t be a polynomial and define G m s ¤ E F m for
Ž .m G 0. Then, by 2.11 , we have
p z r zŽ . Ž .
m mG m s , ¤ z z s , z ,Ž . Ž .¦ ; ¦ ;u z u zŽ . Ž .
where p¤ s qu q r and the degree of r is at most equal to n. The
Ž .polynomial r t is the Hermite interpolating polynomial of p¤ at the roots
of u and it is given by
w xu z , t
r t s , p z ¤ z . 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¦ ;u zŽ .
Since
n
kw xu z , t s z u t ,Ž .Ý nyk
ks0
Ž .where the u are the Horner polynomials of u, substitution in 4.1 yieldsk
n n1
kr t s , z p z ¤ z u t s G k u t . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnyk nyk¦ ;u zŽ .ks0 ks0
Therefore G is an element of S that satisfies the same linear recurrence
that F satisfies and whose initial values are the coefficients in the
Ž .representation of r t as a linear combination of the Horner polynomials
of u.
Ž . sIn particular, for ¤ t s t we have
G m s EsF m s F m q s , m G 0, 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and its initial values are G k s F k q s , for 0 F k F n. In this case we
say that G is the shift of order s of the sequence F. Notice that a sequence
Ž .of the form ¤ E F, where ¤ is a polynomial, is a linear combination of
shifts of F.
Let f s pru be as noted earlier and let F be the corresponding LRS.
Let r be a positive integer and let s be an integer such that 0 F s - r. The
sequence G defined by
G m s F rm q s , m G 0, 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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is called a section of F of order r, or an r section of F. We will show next
that any r section of a LRS is also a LRS.
Ž . Ž . s Ž .Since G m s F rm q s s E F rm , it is clearly enough to show that
Ž .F rm is a LRS. Since any LRS is a linear combination of the basic
sequences s , by linearity it is enough to prove that any r section of sa, k a, k
is in S .
We have
1 rmr m r myks rm s , z s a , m G 0. 4.5Ž . Ž .a , k 1qk¦ ; ž /kz y aŽ .
By Newton's interpolation formula for any polynomial p of degree k we
have
k t
p t s c , 4.6Ž . Ž .Ý j ž /j
js0
where the coefficients are given by
1 1
c s , p z , 0 F j F k . 4.7Ž . Ž .j j q 1 z− <ž /j q 1
r tŽ . Ž .Using Newton's interpolation for p t s we get
k




jjy i ric s y1 , 0 F j F k . 4.9Ž . Ž .Ýj ž /ž / kiis0
Therefore





rs rm s c a s m . 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa , k j a , j
js0
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Ž . Ž .rThis shows that s rm is a linear combination of the sequences s m ,a, k a , j
for 0 F j F k.
We also have
k r jykc a q zŽ .j m ms rm s , z s , z , 4.11Ž . Ž .Ýa , k 1qj 1qk¦ ;¦ ;r rz y a z y aŽ . Ž .js0
where
k
ky jr jyk rq z s c a z y a , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js0
Ž .and the coefficients c are given by 4.9 . Thereforej
1qkrE y a I s rm s 0, m G 0.Ž . Ž .a , k
Suppose that F is the LRS that corresponds to pru, where u has
distinct roots a , a , . . . , a with multiplicities m , m , . . . , m , respectively.0 1 s 0 1 s
Then, by linearity, it is clear that any r section of F is a LRS that
Ž .corresponds to a rational function of the form qr¤ , where ¤ z is the
monic polynomial whose roots are ar , ar , . . . , ar with multiplicities0 1 s
m , m , . . . , m , respectively.0 1 s
We consider next a simple example related to a general Fibonacci type
sequence. Let a and b be distinct complex numbers and let
1 am y bm
mF m s , z s , m G 0. 4.13Ž . Ž .¦ ;z y a z y b a y bŽ . Ž .
This is the LRS that satisfies the recurrence
E2 y a q b E q abI F m s 0, m G 0, 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .and has initial values F 0 s 0 and F 1 s 1.
For any positive integer r we have
m mr m r m r r r r1 a yb a yb a y bŽ . Ž .
r mF rm s , z s s ,Ž . r r¦ ;zya zyb ayb ayb a ybŽ . Ž .
and hence
F rŽ .
mG m s F rm s , z , m G 0, 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž .r r¦ ;z y a z y bŽ . Ž .
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which satisfies the recurrence
r2 r rE y a q b E q ab I G m s 0, m G 0. 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .The initial values are G 0 s 0 and G 1 s F r .
Ž .Note that 4.16 is equivalent to the ``lacunary'' recurrence relation
rr rF rm q 2 r s a q b F rm q r y ab F rm , m G 0 4.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž w x w x.see Riordan 6 and Comtet 2 .
If s is a nonnegative integer then it is easy to show that
q zŽ .
mF rm q s s , z , 4.18Ž . Ž .r r¦ ;z y a z y bŽ . Ž .
where
1
s r s rq z s a z y b y b z y a . 4.19 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
a y b
5. PARTIAL SUMS OF THE TERMS OF A LRS
We define the sum operator S on the vector space of all the complex-
valued sequences as follows. For any sequence F the sum SF is the
Ž .sequence determined by SF 0 s 0 and
my1
SF m s F j , m G 1. 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
js0
Ž .It is easy to see that E y I S s I on the space of all sequences, but
Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž . Ž . Ž .S E y I / I, since S E y I F m s F m y F 0 , for m G 0.
Let F be a LRS. Then there is a nonzero polynomial u such that
Ž . Ž .Ž .u E F s 0. Therefore u E E y I SF s 0 and thus SF is also a LRS.
Let us compute the sum Ss of a basic element of S with a / 1.a, k
Ž . ² Ž . j:Since s j s r z , z for j G 0, for m G 1 we havea, k a, k
my1 m1 y z
jSs m s r z , z s r z , . 5.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa , k a , k a , k¦ ;¦ ; 1 y zjs0
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Ž .Using Leibniz's rule 2.6 we obtain
k 1
mSs m s r z , r z , 1 y z² :Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa , k a , kyj a , j¦ ;1 y zjs0
k
s r 1 d y s mŽ . Ž . 4Ý a , kyj 0, j a , j
js0
k




Ss m s 1 y 1 y a s m , a / 1, m G 1.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa , k a , j1qk ½ 51 y aŽ . js0
5.3Ž .
This equation gives Ss as a linear combination of basic elements of Sa, k
and it is equivalent to
my1 k1j mjjyk myja s 1 y 1 y a a ,Ž .Ý Ý1qkž / ž /½ 5jk 1 y aŽ .js0 js0
a/1, mG1. 5.4Ž .
Note that the number of terms in the sum of the right hand side is k q 1,
and it is independent of m.
Ž .For the case a s 1 we get from 5.2
1 z m y 1
Ss m s ,Ž .1, k 1qk¦ ;z y 1z y 1Ž .
1
ms , z y 12qk¦ ;z y 1Ž .
ms .ž /k q 1
This is the well-known identity
my1 j ms , m G 1, k G 0, 5.5Ž .Ý ž /ž / k q 1kjs0
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which is a trivial consequence of the basic recurrence for the binomial
coefficients.
Ž .From the above results, or using Popoviciu's reduction formula 2.12 , it
is easy to verify that
1
mSs m s , z y 1Ž .a , k 1qk¦ ;z y a z y 1Ž . Ž .
1
ms , z , a g C, k g N. 5.6Ž .1qk¦ ;z y a z y 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . ² Ž . m:Let F m s f z , z be the LRS that corresponds to the proper
rational function f s pru. Since pru is a finite linear combination of
Ž .basic functions r , by 5.6 and linearity we obtaina, k
p zŽ .
mSF m s , z , m G 0. 5.7Ž . Ž .¦ ;u z z y 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that, if u 1 / 0 and p 1 s 0 then SF satisfies the same linear
recurrence that F satisfies. Note also that ÝF s F )1, where 1 denotes
the constant sequence with value equal to 1.
We consider next the computation of lacunary partial sums of terms of a
LRS. Given a RLS F and integers r and s such that 0 F s - r, we want a
my 1 Ž .closed form for Ý F rj q s . We can use the results of the previousjs0
Ž . Ž .section to write F rj q s as a linear combination of sequences s j anda, k
Ž . Ž . Ž .then use 5.4 and 5.5 to find the sum of each s j . An alternativea, k
Ž .procedure is to decompose F m as a linear combination of sequences
Ž . my 1 Ž .s m and then compute Ý s rj q s following the method that wea, k js0 a, k
Ž .used previously to obtain 5.3 . In this way we get
my1 my1
r jqss rj q s s r z , zŽ . Ž .Ý Ýa , k a , k¦ ;
js0 js0
1 y z r m
ss r z , zŽ .a , k¦ ;r1 y z
k sz
r ms r z , r z , 1 y z² :Ž . Ž .Ý a , kyj a , j¦ ;r1 y zjs0
k





sc s r z , s , z r z . 5.8Ž . Ž . Ž .j a , kyj a , kyj¦ ;¦ ;r r1 y z z y 1
i2p r r l s Ž .Let e s e . Then, if a / e for 0 F l F r y 1, then z r z isa, kyj
r Ž .well-defined on the roots of z y 1 and using 2.18 we get
ry1 lŽ sq1.1 e
c s . 5.9Ž .Ýj 1qkyjlr e y aŽ .ls0
Therefore we have proved that if a is not an r th root of one then
my1 krj q s rmr jqsyk r myja s c y c a , m G 1, 5.10Ž .Ý Ý0 jž / ž /jkjs0 js0
Ž .where the coefficients c are given in 5.9 . Note that the right hand side isj
an r section of a LRS.
Suppose now that ar s 1 with r G 2, then a s e l for some integer l
Ž . Ž r . Ž l .such that 0 F l - r. Writing q z s 1 y z r e y z we have
my1 s r m1 z 1 y zŽ .
s rj q s s ,Ž .Ý a , k r1qk¦ ;l 1 y zŽ .z y eŽ .js0
y1 z s 1 y z r mŽ .
s ,2qk¦ ;l q zŽ .z y eŽ .
kq1 s1 yz 1
r ms , , 1 y zÝ 2qkyj 1qj¦ ;¦ ;l lq zŽ .z y e z y eŽ . Ž .js0
kq1 rm lŽ r myj.s c d y e ,Ý j j , 0½ 5ž /j
js0
where
s ry1 i s1 z e
c s , s . 5.11Ž .Ýj 2qkyj 2qkyj¦ ;l i l iq zŽ . z y e e y e q9 eŽ . Ž . Ž .is0
i/l
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For example, for a s 1 we have
ry1 iŽ sq1.1 e
c s , 0 F j F k q 1, 5.12Ž .Ýj 1qkyjir e y 1Ž .is1
and
my1 kq1rj q s rms c d y . 5.13Ž .Ý Ý j j , 0½ 5ž / ž /jkjs0 js0
6. LACUNARY SUMS OF LRS
Let a be a complex number and let r and s be integers such that
0 F s - r. Define
n
S s s , n G 0. 6.1Ž .Ýn a , r kqs
ks0
It is clear that S is a LRS andn
n 1
mS m s , z .Ž . Ýn 1qsqk r¦ ;z y aŽ .ks0
Using the formula for the sum of a geometric progression we get
p zŽ .
mS m s , z , 6.2Ž . Ž .n 1qsqr n¦ ;z y aŽ .
where
Ž .r nq1n z y a y 1Ž .r kp z s z y a s . 6.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý r
z y a y 1Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .1qsqr nNote that p a / 0 and thus p z r z y a is an irreducible proper
rational function. This means that as a function of m it is not possible to
Ž . Ž .simplify S m . From 6.2 it is clear that S satisfies the recurrencen n
relation
1qsqr nE y aI S m s 0, m G 0. 6.4Ž . Ž . Ž .n
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Ž .Using translation invariance in 6.2 we obtain
z r nqr y 1 m
S m s , z q a ,Ž . Ž .n 1qsqr n r¦ ;z z y 1Ž .
which may be written as
1 1m mrysy1S m s , z z q a y , z q a .Ž . Ž . Ž .n r 1qsqr n r¦ ; ¦ ;z y 1 z z y 1Ž . Ž .
6.5Ž .
Let us consider now that m is a fixed positive integer. Note that the first
Ž .term in the right hand side of 6.5 does not depend on n, and the other
term becomes zero for sufficiently large n. More precisely, for n that
Ž .satisfies n q 1 r ) m y s. Therefore we have
1 mrysy1S m s , z z q a , n q 1 r ) m y s. 6.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n r¦ ;z y 1Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let us denote by S m the common value of S m for n q 1 r ) m y s.n
Note that
m my r jysS m s a . 6.7Ž . Ž .Ý ž /rj q s
jG0
A simple computation yields
ry11 myjs jS m s e e q a , 6.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýr js0
where e s ei2p r r.
Ž . Ž .From 6.6 it is clear that S m satisfies the recurrence relation
r
E y aI y I S m s 0, m G 0. 6.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .If a is real and s s 0 then 6.8 can be written as
l1 m mjS m s a q 1 q 2 Re a q e q P r a y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ý½ 5r js1
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Ž .where P r is equal to 1 if r is even and to zero if r is odd, and l is
Ž . Ž .r y 2 r2 if r is even and is r y 1 r2 if r is odd. For a s 1 we get
m l2 mm
S m s s 1 q 2 cos jmprr cos jprr , 6.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýž / ½ 5rj rjG0 js1
where l is as above.
Let us consider now a more general lacunary sum of binomial coeffi-
cients. Let m, s, r, and q be integers such that m ) s G 0 and r ) q G 0.
Define
m q qk
L m s . 6.11Ž . Ž .Ý ž /s q rkkG0
Then we have
1
mq qkL m s , zŽ . Ý 1qsqr k¦ ;z y 1Ž .kG0
z qk
ms , zÝ 1qsqr k¦ ;z y 1Ž .kG0
r
z y 1Ž .
ms , z .r1qs q¦ ;z y 1 z y 1 y zŽ . Ž . 4
Ž .This shows that L m is a LRS.
If in addition to the hypothesis given above we have also r ) s then
rysy1z y 1Ž .
mL m s , z , 6.12Ž . Ž .r q¦ ;z y 1 y zŽ .
and it satisfies a linear recurrence of order r. Finding the roots of the
Ž . r q Ž .denominator z y 1 y z we can write L m as a linear combination of
basic LRS. Let us consider a simple example. Take r s 2, q s 1, and
Ž .2s s 1. Then the denominator becomes z y 1 y z and its roots are
' 'Ž . Ž .a s 3 q 5 r2 and b s 3 y 5 r2. Therefore
am y bm
L m s , m G 0,Ž .
a y b
and satisfies the recurrence
L m q 2 s 3L m q 1 y L m ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with initial conditions L 0 s 0 and L 1 s 1.
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Finally, we use our methods to obtain the multisection of a formal
w x w x w xpower series. See Comtet 2 , Riordan 6 , and Howard and Witt 3 .
Ž . jLet f t s Ý b t . ThenjG 0 j
1
jb t s , f tz , j G 0.Ž .j ¦ ;1q jz
Ž .Let r and s be integers such that r ) s G 0. Define the r, s section
of f by




f t s , f tzŽ . Ž .Ýr , s 1qsqr j¦ ;zjG0
1
yj rs z , f tzŽ .Ý1qs¦ ;z jG0
z rysy1
s , f tzŽ .r¦ ;z y 1
ry11
yj s js e f e t ,Ž .Ýr js0
where e s ei2p r r.
The main property of the sections of f is the following:
ry1 ry1 ry1z 1
ysf t s z , f tz s , f tz s f t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr , s ¦ ;r¦ ;z y 1 z y 1ss0 ss0
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